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About This Game

"Demon's Crystals is a frenetic twin stick shooter where you guide the Urican demons through countless hazards in order to
restore peace to the world. A variety of weapons and power-ups will help you defeat the massive enemy hordes. The Urican

have always been at the top of the food pyramid, but one day three mysterious beings arrived causing the once peaceful
inhabitants of the world to become aggressive and destructive.

- Arcade, 1-4 players
This is a coop mode that can be played by up to four players, with the goal of completing the three worlds and defeating the

final bosses. Characters have a leveling system that will affect their endurance and strength.
- Survival, 1 player

You will have to survive as long as possible. You will be able to compete against other players around the world thanks to the
online rankings.

- 6 local multiplayer game modes, 2 to 4 players: Survival, Deathmatch, Vs, Crystal Attack, Capture the Great Crystal, and Kill
the Enemies "
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Title: Demon's Crystals
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Byte4Games, Byte4games SL.
Publisher:
BadLand Publishing
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.5GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 - 256MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 410 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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I wanted to like this game but it has many game breaking flaws.

For example you beat a wave, next wave will spawn randomly tanky guys all around you covering all exists from the area and if
any of them gets any close they explode killing you instantly and sending you back to wave 1. Sometimes they just spawn on top
of you and there is nothing to do about it but die.

Weapon spawns sucks, most times they spawn on top of a trap or when you gonna pick them up an explossive enemy spawns
right on top of them so you're like ignoring weapons most of the time to avoid exploding.

Sometimes you don't get any weapon spawn in an entire wave.

Whenever you pick up a decent powerup that might help you advance in the game fasters monsters stops spawning so it's faster
to avoid picking up said powerups so at last you will have something to do instead of running around in empty rooms.

Sometimes the game turns into a bullet hell, monsters predicting your movement with a huge wall of projectiles that are too fast
to dodge with the movement delay the characters has. You can't even see who's shooting all that spamm.

You can't kill monsters during the spawn animation and if you want to walk over them sometimes you just drag them on you, so
as soon as they finish that spawn animation wich is about 3 seconds they will deal damage on you instantly. And guess what,
they spawn on front of you whenever you're about to pass trought a door so you rather kill the entire room or try your luck
trying to clip trought that monster.

Stages are full of trash decorations around that can't be spotted easily. So you're pretty much trying to dodge every single
monster every single projectile while getting stuck on all that trash that you can't even see because the massive glow everyhting
has like bullets fire effects and some monsters too.

The game seem to have some delay in the movement so if you stop moving to avoid a projectile you need to hold the direction
for half second before start moving away wich makes the whole list of♥♥♥♥♥♥i mentioned even more cancerous. Bleh... this
game is good for 20 minutes or so.. Good:

- Shooting ghosts, ghouls and zombies
- Halloween style
- Twin Sticks
- Works great on Linux Mint
- Demon in the title ;-)

Bad:

- Nothing, I have spotted, maybe samey, but not bad thing

My linux gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG2mGEXADSQ
. Great arcade twin stick shooter. Grab a joystick and have some quick pick up action. Would recommend to anyone looking for
a fun game without a steep learning curve.. Good:

- Shooting ghosts, ghouls and zombies
- Halloween style
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- Twin Sticks
- Works great on Linux Mint
- Demon in the title ;-)

Bad:

- Nothing, I have spotted, maybe samey, but not bad thing

My linux gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gG2mGEXADSQ
. Have struggled with the game. The graphics are nice enough and there are plenty of maps but its way harder than it needs to
be. Can't get past the second boss so will never see half of the games content.

Beyond that the game suffers from lack of content. All you can do is run around like a toddler blazing away at fleeting targets.
Its somewhere between exciting and annoying. The least attractive feature four characters than can all be levelled but don't seem
to be especially different.

There are worse games out there, and can see how some people really like this but I wouldn't recommend it.. I agree with alot of
other reviews on here, this game gets boring very fast. Within 20 minutes or so. Not enough originaility to make this enjoyable.
Don't waste your time.

4\/10
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Glitches out allot and sometimes doesn't let me play with my ps4 controllers. And it makes me use two player slots using only
one controller. a little frustrating but other than controller issues once you get into the game It's a really fun twin stick shooter.
And highly reccomend to anyone.. Bought for about $1.24 in the 2017 halloween sale, even that price was too much to ask for
such a boring, empty-handed game. It's better than other similarly priced garbage but that's not saying much. I managed to get
almost 2 hours out of this but how in god's name I did that I don't know. If you play level 1 you've basically played the entire
game. They might as well had just repeated level 1 over and over again and called it a day. There was no reason to make
anything more because it's all the same. The combat has no substance to it. Your bullets might as well just pass through enemies
as if they were ghosts because that's how it feels anyway. The end of round/level jingle also sounds very familiar. I think it
might have been directly ripped off from another game. They sure are proud of the way it sounds too because you hear it
constantly since each level has 3 rounds and you hear it at the end of each round. The music and sounds get old in about five
minutes too. You also die easily because in all the confusion that your screen filling array of bullets causes you can't tell wtf is
hitting you. Dying and having to retry all 2-3 stages in a level is just pure torture in such a bad game.

The only good thing about this game are the controls and graphics which isn't enough to save it from a woefully low score of
4/10.. I wanted very, very badly to like Demon's Crystals. It's a fast-paced twin-stick with anime babes. Graphics are bright and
colorful, too, so that's good, right?

Well, that's about all it has.

The gameplay, while fast, doesn't have much life to it. Your primary attack sucks, the power-ups never feel like they do enough
damage, gaining levels does nothing noticable to the gameplay, and the sheer amount of crap on screen ensures that you will die
many a cheap death. The music, while not awful, becomes increasingly obnoxious as the game goes on.

If you play the first level of this game, cool. Pat yourself on the back and walk away because you've played the entire game. I
put about 2 hours into this and it all felt exactly the same. Exactly. The. Same.

You could argue that for about a dollar you're getting your money's worth. But look at it this way: why waste money on a sub-
par budget title when you could save up and play something of value? Demon's Crystals is not the worst game I've ever played,
but it certainly is not one of the better. Save up your dollars and get Assault Android Cactus instead.. My wife and I like to play
twin-stick shooters... except this one. The music is good--has a sort of whimsyvania feel to it--and the character concepts aren't
bad, but the game is virtually unplayable when you combine all the problems:

1. Certain enemies, such as the exploding giant zombies, are overpowered and conveniently spawn adjacent to you.
2. The map is full of visual clutter, which makes moving around the many obstacles on each map rather difficult. (Increasing the
qraphics quality only increases the clutter.)
3. There seems to be absolutely no point to increases one's character level. (My character was over level 40 when we stopped
playing, and I cannot tell any difference between that and level 1.)
4. At least one of the power-ups is actually a detriment: It just makes your shots spiral around you in an uncontrollable,
hurricane-cloud-like pattern.
5. Weapon damage is generally underpowered, given the number of enemies that can dominate the screen at times.
6. The camera angle is really bad. It's too northward-facing. It should be focused more downward.

Overall, the game is frustrating. We completed about 60% of it when we decided to forfeit, and we'll probably never return to
it--which is a shame, because as a fan of both twin-stick shooters and Castlevania games (and my wife is a huge Tim Burton
fan), I really wanted this game to be good. :(. This is a fairly simplistic twin stick shooter with ok graphics but nothing too
flashy.

I played this 2 player (local co-op) with my Little Brother and cleared the first 10 levels + first boss. Gamplay is rather basic left
stick move right stick shoot being the only controlls.

The game itself is a decent amount of fun but with somtimes confusing\/ frustrating mobs (the trees that you cant kill only stun,
the hands from the floor frequently hidden by the effects) but they were minor hassles

7\/10 competent and cheap enough to be worth it.. Have struggled with the game. The graphics are nice enough and there are
plenty of maps but its way harder than it needs to be. Can't get past the second boss so will never see half of the games content.
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Beyond that the game suffers from lack of content. All you can do is run around like a toddler blazing away at fleeting targets.
Its somewhere between exciting and annoying. The least attractive feature four characters than can all be levelled but don't seem
to be especially different.

There are worse games out there, and can see how some people really like this but I wouldn't recommend it.. What it does it
does well, which is look good and sound good. It plays OK too.

Sadly, what it has to offer can only be stretched out about an hour at most before monotony sets in.

I love twin-stick shooters and it doesn't take much to impress me, I even gave a thumbs-up to some corny 49 cent zombie
shooter.

This game is like a one note song that gets old fast.. Great arcade twin stick shooter. Grab a joystick and have some quick pick
up action. Would recommend to anyone looking for a fun game without a steep learning curve.
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